


Factors that influence

temperature and rainfall:

2. Distance from the sea:

Places far from the sea have more extreme

temperatures than places at or near the sea.

This means that inland places have hotter

summers and colder winters than do coastal

places.



There are four reasons for land surfaces

being hotter than sea surfaces:

► 1. Land masses need only half as much

heat to raise their temperatures by one

degree Celsius as the same mass of water.

► 2. Water is transparent, so the sun’s heat

rays penetrates deeply, but the sun’s rays

heat only the top surface of the ground.



► 3. Heat is continuously being distributed in sea

water by waves and currents.

► 4. Some of the sun’s heat reaching the sea is

used to evaporate the water instead of raising its

temperature.



► So…..

► Oceans are heated more slowly than land by day

and in summer. But at night and in winter the

oceans also cool more slowly than land does

because water is more able to retain heat. As a

result, temperatures over the oceans remain

more constant than temperatures over the land.

► The further inland one is from the sea, the

greater will be the temperature differences

between the seasons.



Temperature conditions have some influence on

South Africa’s rainfall:

► * In summer, high temperatures over the interior

of South Africa causes air to expand and to rise.

This draws in moist air from further North.

Thunderstorms are commen in the interior in

summer.

► * In the winter, however, the cold air over the

interior does not draw in moist air. Much of the

country is dry although the south-western coastal

areas will receive rain from cold fronts coming in

from the Atlantic Ocean to the west.





Activity 3: Memo

► 1. Use the data in Figure 2.6 to complete a copy of this

table.

► 2. How distance from the sea affects the climate in

Eurasia.

► A) Use Figure 2.7 to complete a copy of this table.

Weather Station Mean

temp in

January

Mean temp

in July

Average

annual temp

Average

temp range

Port Nolloth (P) 16 ° C 12, 7 ° C 14, 35 °C 3.3 ° C

Douglas (D) 26,3 °C 10, 8 ° C 18, 55 °C 15, 5 ° C

 KwaDukuza (K) 23,7 ° C 17, 8 ° C 20, 75 °C 5, 9 ° C



Edinburgh Malmo Moscow Kazan Novosibirsk

Distance from Atlantic

Ocean.

1 000 km 2 000 km 4 000 km 4 800 km 7 500 km

Annual temperature

range

11.2 ° C 17, 5 °C 25, 9 ° C 31, 6 ° C 39,1 ° C

Annual precipitation 668 mm 604 mm 575 mm 548 mm 442 mm

b) Use the completed table in question 2 to describe how distance from the sea affects

temperature range.

Because the oceans heat more slowly than land it is cooler than the land in day time but

warmer at night. That keeps the temperature range lower close to the sea. Why ? During the

day time the sun heats up the land and at night the wind blows over the ocean heating up land.

Write your own explanation in this line.

c. Use the same table to describe how distance from the sea affects precipitation in Eurasia.

The further away you go from the ocean, precipitation decreases. Showing us that

rainfall is less in Novosibirsk (442 mm) than Edinburgh (668 mm).


